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Lindsay Eagar

Bookseller Erin Barker 
is chirping about:

“Hour of the Bees is the perfect blend of magical 
realism and family drama. To Carolina, her 
grandfather’s ranch is a wasteland and his stories 
are merely fables. But when elements of his tales 
begin appearing in the real world, she must 
reconsider everything she knows about herself 
and her family. This deeply atmospheric novel 
has heart, magic, and superb storytelling.”

— Erin Barker 
Hooray for Books! 

Alexandria, VA 

Hour of the Bees
by Lindsay Eagar
ISBN: 978-0-7636-7922-4
$16.99 
On sale March 8, 2016
Middle-grade fiction
Ages 10–14 

fans of Esperanza Rising, Holes, or Walk 
Two Moons

fans of magical realism or teachers who 
want to introduce magical realism to 
their students   

intergenerational book clubs looking 
for a novel with compelling plot and 
discussion points

anyone looking to get lost in a 
beautifully written, uplifting novel 

Erin recommends 
handselling this title to:
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Scott Nash

Bookseller Jesica Sweedler DeHart 
is chirping about:

“The rhymes are ripping, poems poignant, puns 
popping, and illustrations illuminating. Scott 
Nash’s talent is exploding on these pages. The 
repertoire of required reading has never been 
presented in this engaging a manner before. 
From Jane Eyre to Moby Dick, the classics shelf 
comes alive in a tongue-tickling format that will 
familiarize and entice all to the greatest literary 
works.” 

— Jesica Sweedler DeHart  
BookPeople of Moscow  

Moscow, ID

Shrunken Treasures: Literary Classics, 
Short, Sweet, and Silly
by Scott Nash
ISBN: 978-0-7636-6972-0
$15.99 
On sale April 12, 2016
Picture book
Ages 5–8

intellectuals looking for a unique and 
show-stopping baby gift

teachers and librarians looking for the 
perfect read-aloud or lesson-plan 
launching point

parents who know their young child is a 
mature reader destined to literary 
genius

students searching for CliffsNotes of the 
classics

bibliophiles of all ages with a sense of 
humor 

Jesica recommends 
handselling this title to:
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Benji Davies

Bookseller Johanna Albrecht 
is chirping about:

“In Grandad’s Island, readers are taken on a 
special journey with Syd — both adventurous 
and emotional. This book is perfect for starting a 
conversation on loss and grief when needed, but 
is also a sweet and imaginative story for regular 
shared reading. The overall tone is hopeful and 
perfectly complemented by the bright colors and 
playful details of the illustrations. It’s wonderful 
to see more of Benji Davies’s full range as an 
author and illustrator. I love that his style 
combines the best components of commercial 
animation with whimsical painterly details.”

— Johanna Albrecht  
Flyleaf Books  

Chapel Hill, NC

Grandad’s Island
by Benji Davies
ISBN: 978-0-7636-9005-2
$16.99
On sale April 12, 2016
Picture book
Ages 4–8

young explorers

families experiencing loss

animal enthusiasts

anyone who loves Disney/Pixar films 

classroom teachers exploring the use of 
metaphor

Johanna recommends 
handselling this title to:
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Meg Medina

Bookseller Myllicent Felder 
is chirping about:

“Travel back to 1977, the Summer of Sam, when 
long-haired brunettes and their boyfriends must 
be wary of a killer in the streets of New York. 
Meet Nora, an independent seventeen-year-old 
itching to escape her troubled home life. With 
dangers at home and in the streets, where can 
Nora find safety?”

— Myllicent Felder  
Strand Book Store  

New York, NY
 

Burn Baby Burn
by Meg Medina 
ISBN: 978-0-7636-7467-0
$17.99 
On sale March 8, 2016
Young adult fiction
Age 14 and up

lovers of the real and gritty New York 
City

self-driven teenage girls itching for 
independence 

Gloria Steinem–loving feminists

girls interested in pursuing 
nontraditional female trades (future 
female carpenters)

Myllicent recommends 
handselling this title to:
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by Polly Faber
illustrated by 

Clara Vulliamy

Bookseller Liz Sher is 
chirping about:

“One ordinary Wednesday (‘a humpish, 
nothingish sort of day’), on her way home from 
karate class, the intrepid Mango Allsorts finds 
something unusual: Bambang, a tapir (NOT a 
pig), who is lost in the city. This is the beginning 
of a sweet friendship and a series of urban 
adventures, as Mango and Bambang explore the 
city together.”

—  Liz Sher  
Harvard Book Store  

Cambridge, MA

Mango & Bambang: The Not-a-Pig
by Polly Faber
illustrated by Clara Vulliamy
ISBN: 978-0-7636-8226-2
$14.99 
On sale June 28, 2016
First chapter book
Ages 6–9

kids who crave a pet, especially an 
unusual one 

families who have just moved to a new 
place (and have the jitters about fitting in)

fans of friendship stories and “odd couple” 
duos like Dodsworth and his duck or 
Snake and Lizard 

gentle adventurers who want more stories 
like Claude in the City or The Adventures of 
Beekle: The Unimaginary Friend

Anglophiles who take their tea with two 
sugars and their whimsy slightly retro

Liz recommends 
handselling this title to:
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Bookseller Ellen Lamb 
is chirping about:

“Galloping gladiators! These are wild ancient 
times at the Colosseum. Wild as in a fast-talking 
zebra, a lion that’s a chicken, and a wacko 
warthog. Readers will be cracking up at the 
comic illustrations as our heroes train, scheme, 
and battle for a thumbs-up from the crowds. A 
useful glossary follows the story as well as a hint 
to the next adventure.” 

—  Ellen Lamb 
Toadstool Bookshop 

Keene, NH 

Julius Zebra: Rumble with the Romans!
by Gary Northfield
ISBN: 978-0-7636-7853-1
$15.99 
On sale April 12, 2016
Middle-grade fiction
Ages 7–10 

reluctant readers ages 7–10

educators looking for entertaining AND 
factual books for units on ancient Rome

kids and parents looking for a new 
laugh-out-loud series

grandparents seeking books to show 
their grandchildren what life was like 
when they were growing up    

Ellen recommends 
handselling this title to:

Gary Northfield


